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The contents, the presentation, the 

activities all are well planned and 

executed. thanks for the hard work you 

people are doing during this covid 

pandemic       

P/O Kiana PP A 

Mam thank you for your hard work 

in supporting my daughter during 

these pandemic online sessions, with 

your guidance Aarna’s confidence 

improving day by day.... 

Thank u mam.... 

P/O Aarna Sharma PP A 

We as parents really appreciate the 

way you hear to kids. Whenever 

there is any new word and the kids 

get confused about it you show them 

its images. This way the kids are 

adding new words to their 

vocabulary. 

P/O Keshav Sharma 

PP D 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We appreciate the effort of teachers 

and staff for managing things so well. 

Recreational classes are going really 

well, our child is excited about the 

recreational class and she is always 

keen for attending and learning new 

things. thank you very much. 

P/O Vaasvi Singh 

PP D 

 

 Our ward really enjoys this 1 hour of 

interaction with her peers and her 

Eva mam. 

She looks forward to all the sessions 

whether academic or art craft based. 

Kudos to the class teacher and rest 

of the team at BBPS NOIDA. 

P/O AYAANA GUPTA 

PP F 

We as parents are very much 

satisfied with the school 

curriculum and the pedagogy 

used by teachers to make 

learning so much fun for kids  

Moreover the kind of class & 

recreational activities are very 

much engaging and Nitya have 

started picking up concepts very 

quickly while doing these 

activities. 

P/O Nitya Goel 

PP B 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear ma'am 

I really appreciate and thank you for being such a 

nice teacher. I was really worried about how classes 

will be managed when I enrolled him for the session. 

Your interaction with your students and making them 

learn is just outstanding & kids are soaking it like 

sponge. Now Shrayan really enjoy his class and the 

activities. Thank you so much.  

 

Thanks and Regards 

P/O Shrayan Choudhury PSC 

 

 

The Independence Week celebrated by Bal 

Bharati Teachers and Children's are very 

appreciable and knowledgeable. It is 

incorporating the seed of patriotism, ownership 

and belongingness in child.  

My child learns about various new things 

required for the quiz, this increases his 

knowledge as well as the recognition of things 

and interconnections between them. The 

Patriotic Songs Poem, Flags and Salute made by 

Vidhan is giving joy and proud feeling. We all 

are thankful to Bal Bharati Family.  

P/O Vidhan Yadav PSA 

 

Dear ma'am 

I really appreciate and thank you for being such 

a nice teacher. I was really worried about how 

classes will be managed when I enrolled him 

for the session. Your interaction with your 

students and making them learn is just 

outstanding & kids are soaking it like sponge. 

Now Shrayan really enjoy his class and the 

activities. Thank you so much.  

P/O Shrayan Choudhury PSC 

Dear Mam, I would like to thank you for all your 

kind efforts creating fun & friendly environment in 

the class. You are really a wonderful teacher and 

more over the role model of my child thank you 

once again mam. 

Regarding all the activities that we did on last week 

it’s fruitful and helpful to make him understand very 

well       

P/O Vihaan Jagota PSB 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear ma'am 

 

Hi mam, really happy to see the way my child 

is growing, now he is more camera friendly 

and enjoy his virtual sessions. Its more of a 

school and a teacher effort to make classes so 

interesting that such small children feels eager 

to join the class. And I personally would like 

to appreciate you for your art work, that so 

neat and clean which makes us keen to do 

such art for our child.  

P/O Rushank Dogra PSD 

BSA activities on rainy season are astonishing 

& full of amusment.. kids got connected to 

the environment practically by doing activities 

of making frog puppet and rainbow colours 

and shapes. Everything related to these were 

very well explained by teachers to kids.. it's 

the perfect example of Educating the mind 

with educating the heart. 

P/O Vaidik Talwar PSE 

 

First of all, I would like to thank all the 

Management and staff of BBPS Noida for 

commendable executions of online classes. 

Learning module designed is actually par 

excellence. This Activity based learning module 

with innovative approach is actually so helpful 

for our little one, also one to one interaction of 

the Class Teacher with all the kids gives them 

sense of belonging even during virtual classes. 

Vaibhavi do enjoys all the activities and 

participation in online classes. We as parents are 

really proud of the fact that our little one is 

getting polished and nurtured by BBPS Noida.  

P/O Vaibhavi Shukla PSF 

 


